
Why We Need to Talk 
About Transit

Facts About Our Area’s Growth and Ways to Address It



The Region is Growing

111,000 additional commuters have 
been added to our roads since 2010

We are 
here

2018
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Presentation Notes
First, there’s no way around it. For now, our region is experience massive growth. By 204, we will have 1 million new residents in the Middle Tennessee Region. That’s over 3 million—the size of Seattle or Denver today. �With this growth has come congestion and that means increased commute times—and stress! Nashville used to be a “15-minute town.” What used to take 15 minutes in 2010 can take 30 minutes or more today. The average Nashvillian spends 34 hours in traffic annually. That is time away from our families or a barrier to increased earnings. A long commute time is one of the biggest predictors that a person won’t be able to climb up the economic ladder. As we continue to grow, it will only get worse, and it impacts our quality of life and cost of living.



It’s a Space Problem
RE: Road congestion will only get worse

Look at what some people are 
already saying about Nashville traffic:
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Road congestion won’t get any better. This image of the Middle TN Region shows 2010 congestion patterns on the left and 2040 congestion pattern on the right AFTER ALL SCHEDULED ROAD PROJECTS.We favor single occupancy vehicles and you can see by the images on the bottom how that takes up so much more space than other modes (bicycles on the left, personal vehicles in the center (this includes AVs), and one city bus on the right).This scenario contributes to this feeling that we are ‘full’ but there are ways to alleviate this constriction.



Planning and Space Increase share of other modes

Curb Appeal. NACTO, 2017. 
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/NACTO-Curb-Appeal-Curbside-Management.pdf

Credit: National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO). www.nacto.org.  
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In the images on the right, you’ll notice a bike / scooter lane. Next to that is a taxi/Uber/Lyft passenger drop off, in front of that is a turn lane. There is still free flowing traffic in the middle with a red/orange painted bus only lane. Across all of it is a clearly marked Pedestrian crosswalk. Making a safer space for everyone can be done. The image to the right shows how many people can pass through one traffic lane per hour in each different mode.600-1600 in private motor vehicle1,000-2,800 in mixed traffic with frequent buses7,500 in two way protected bike-way4,000-8,000 in dedicated transit lanes (bus only lanes)9,000 sidewalk10,000-25,000 on-street transitway (bus only lane and/or light rail)Some modes are much more efficient at moving people than others. The take away here is that a mix of modes will help solve some congestion issues.

http://www.nacto.org/


Just the Facts

• Better health outcomes
• Equity – improved access to opportunities

Multimodal Options: More than Spatial Improvements 
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Presentation Notes
Multimodal options:Net farebox revenues to help pay for the system over time.Improve community health outcomesFewer traffic accidentsMore walking/bikingMore social interaction for seniors and those with disabilitiesLess emotional/mental stress from driving in trafficAccess to healthcare optionsCleaner air—less carbon emissions from personal cars and most buses are now hybrid/electric now.Less noise pollution Improves equityMore access to educational opportunities (better schools through lottery, college, etc.)More access to museums, libraries, etc.More access to grocery storesReliable access to jobs



Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
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Nashville Connector, Vanderbilt, and TMA GroupTDM—utilizing all modes of transportation availableWalkGreenwaysSidewalksBike/ScooterGreenwaysProtected bike lanesComplete streetsBusWeGo Public Transit in Davidson CountyRegional Transportation Authority (RTA) in the region to get to and from Downtown NashvilleBusesWilson County—Music City Star (train)Murfreesboro—The RoverFranklin & Cool Springs—Franklin Transit Authority Clarksville—Clarksville Transit SystemSpring Hill & Columbia—The Mule Town TrolleyTrainMusic City Star (operated by RTA)CarCarpool--HytchVanpool—VanstarUber / Lyft



What’s it Cost Taxpayers? 

Per $1 I spend on transportation, taxpayers pay:
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With a public transportation system, a percentage of monies are recouped at the farebox to help pay for ongoing maintenance.With roads, there is no farebox and tolls are all but illegal in Tennessee—there is no way to recoup that money.Roads still need to be maintained—look at the I-440 update.Federal funds can support both roads and transit systems.The project outlines and proposals for transit systems vs. roads are like comparing apples to oranges, they are not written the same way: too many variables (urban or rural? Owned right of way or not?So, with $60 million, we could buy an entire city’s protected bikeway network or  1 mile of a 4 lane urban highway.



Wait! What About AVs

AVs cannot:
Cure congestion as long as demand 
exceeds supply (see ‘76% more miles
traveled’ above).

AVs can:
Likely improve road capacity from 600-1,600 to 2,000 people per hour, 
BUT research shows they also increase miles traveled by 76%. 
(Everyone could be on the road 76% MORE than they are now=More traffic!
Probably reduce ‘phantom traffic jams’—keep traffic more consistent, 
BUT only when there are mostly AVs on the roads.

Bikes AVs Bus

I’m an AV 
and I’m still 

stuck in 
traffic!

72 People



Also . . .
Low level autonomy is already on our roadways--

‘Driver Assist’ (some 2018 & 2019 models)

But

AVs are still decades away from full adoption. 

Why?
• Still unreliable—distort one pixel in an image and the computer brain can’t 

recognize what it is ‘seeing’.
• Tons of data needed to ‘drive’ one vehicle—who stores it? Where? How?
• Who pays for infrastructure—cameras, guideposts, data storage, etc.?
• Who owns information—driving habits, etc.
• Who’s at fault if there’s an accident?



Bottom Line
• Moving more people more efficiently is key.
• Bus/train, walking, and biking are most efficient modes.
• Vanpool and Carpool can dramatically increase road capacity (see pic above).
• Utilizing alternative modes of transportation is beneficial to all.
• Alternative modes of transportation can be a welcome change.
• AVs have a place, but they will not be the silver bullet some tout & they are 

a long way out.

[The Late Late Show With James Corden]

4x freeway capacity
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Ask if anyone has questions. Encourage them to take the TCLA!Contact Jessica Dauphin 615-743-3051 or email Jessica.dauphin@thetransitalliance.org



THANK YOU!

Get more information &
Sign up for the next Transit Citizen Leadership Academy

www.thetransitalliance.org
@TAllianceMidTN

http://www.thetransitalliance.org/


TOD = More Equitable Neighborhoods
Affordability is more than just housing 
prices – Transit -oriented development  

reduces cost burdens for all 
Nashvillians and improves access to 

opportunities. 

Appendix

http://www.hntb.com/Newsroom/News-Releases/Americans-overwhelmingly-favor-changes-in-land-use


Transit improves affordability

$12,000 
per year to own 
reliable personal car

85% of seniors have poor 
access to transportation 

#2 barrier 
to graduation is 
transportation

41/50 in upward 
mobility. Transit 
provides affordable 
access to opportunity

93/100 in workers 
access to 
transportation

Appendix
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An investment in transit system will reduce cost burdens for Nashville families and will improve access to job and educational opportunities. Right now it costs a Nashvillian $9,000-$12,000/year ($750/month) to own and maintain a car or $55 for a monthly bus pass. Transit and Affordability Taskforce: Mayor also convened a taskforce to look into how to prevent displacement of both housing and small businesses along the transit corridors. 



Safe, convenient connections

Neighborhood transit 
centers will provide safe, 
convenient connections, as 
well as comfort and 
amenities. 

Appendix
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Getting around the city will also be made more convenient through the planned transit centers that de-centralize the bus system. We could literally be able to get around the city.What’s a transit center?It’s a spot where you can wait for the train without getting wet, where you can park and ride, or buy a cup of coffee. 



Transit = Fewer Traffic Accidents

• In 2017, 23 
pedestrians died 
in Nashville. 

• Traffic fatalities 
are among the 
top five leading 
causes of death

• As Nashville, 
grows transit 
makes our city 
safer



Transit = Less Social Isolation
Appendix
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An investment in a transit system will reduce cost burdens for Nashville families and will improve access to job opportunities and school. According to a new ThinkTN report, if you are a senior, a resident with a disability,  a no-car household, or a single-parent – you likely don’t have access to good transportation options, which is keeping you from job opportunities or time with your family. 85% of seniors lack access to quality public transportation



More Space for People
Appendix
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